Collective decision-making is the subfield of collective behaviour concerned with how groups reach decisions. Almost all aspects of behaviour can be considered in a decisionmaking context, but here we focus primarily on how groups should optimally reach consensus, what criteria decisionmakers should optimise, and how individuals and groups should forage to optimise their nutrition. We argue for deep parallels between understanding decisions made by individuals and by groups, such as the decision-guiding principle of valuesensitivity. We also review relevant theory and empirical development for the study of collective decision making, including the use of robots.
Introduction
We consider collective decision-making to be the subfield of collective behaviour concerned with how groups reach decisions without centralised leadership. Examples include nestsite selection by honeybees [1] and ants [2] , and consensus selection of food sources in shoaling fish [3] . Individuals in a group can prefer to participate in a consensus decision, in which all individuals seek to agree on the same outcome, either because the group is tightly functionally integrated, as is the case with a social insect swarm or colony containing a single queen [1, 2] , or because group members prefer to remain within an unrelated group, for example to avoid predation risk [3] . Within high-relatedness groups under appropriate conditions, selection on the group can lead to group-level adaptations [4], so group members' behaviour is shaped as part of a group-level decision-making mechanism. Within unrelated groups, individuals' behaviour should maximise their own expected fitness, within the context of the group [5] . Indeed inferring 'group cognition' abilities for unrelated groups may be harder than previously appreciated; alternative explanations for improved decision performance in fish shoals are that fish in larger groups have improved individual-level abilities, and that larger groups are more likely to contain better decisionmakers who dominate collective decisions [6] .
In this review we focus primarily on functionally-integrated decision-making systems for two reasons; first, as mentioned above, functional group integration makes it appropriate to apply optimality theory at the level of the group [7] . Second, parallels can be drawn between the behavioural rules of a 'superorganismal' group, and the behavioural rules of unitary individuals. We consider such parallels to be illuminating. Our review can thus be read as primarily presenting an 'economic' view of the behaviour of groups making decisions, where decision outcomes result in gains or losses of quantities that co-vary with reproductive fitness. We place particular emphasis on the links between collective decision-making, perceptual decision making and value-based decision-making, and on nutritional decision-making. We review applicable theory, as well as the emerging use of robotics, for understanding such systems.
Quorums and confidence
Groups can realise superior decision performance to individuals for a variety of reasons. The simplest argument is based on the 'wisdom of the crowds', recognised since the early 20th Century; for example a group decision realised by pooling independent individual assessments will be more accurate than an individual group member, under certain reasonable assumptions [8] . Inevitably, further refinements of group decision-making are possible; here we mention two recent developments.
Signal detection theory, developed to understand optimal psychophysical decision-making by individuals, shows that there is an inherent decision-making trade-off between true positive rate and false positive rate; a decision-maker cannot improve the rate at which they detect events of interest, without also increasing the rate at which they incorrectly detect those events when they have not happened. Yet in the group situation, Wolf et al. show how introducing a quorum decision rule, typical of social insect colonies, allows the group to simultaneously 
